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Fall 2020 B-Section
As you can imagine, this has been a pretty
rough term for us because of the pandemic.
It has affected our ability to socialize with
other organizations and acquire new
members. We still held rush events that
were either socially distanced outside with
masks or were held online. While Covid-19
has had its limitations, it has also pushed us
to converse more with our alumni. We are
looking at options of recruiting in the spring
term as well due to low turnouts.

Pumpkin From ASA: ASA was generous to decorate a pumpkin for us this year
for Halloween. We then reciprocated the favor by painting a pumpkin for them.

Newly Elected Executive
Council:
President - Cody Bradshaw K∑1413
Vice President - Charles Sweet K∑1424
Treasurer - Cody Bradshaw K∑1413
House Manager - Kadin Bowers K∑1423
Secretary- Bryan Sclabassi K∑1422
Hand Wood-Burned Plaque made
by K∑1414’s Girlfriend

Scholarship Chairman-Jared Boyle K∑1406
Comptroller - Kadin Bowers K∑1423
Membership Educator - Tallon Brehmer K∑1414
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Active Membership Update
We had three new Initiated Brothers as of Fall 2020
Bryan Sclabassi K∑ 1422
Bryan Sclabassi is a Computer Engineering Major of the class
of 2023. He currently Co-Ops at Veoneer, an American
Swedish provider of automotive technology such as electronics
and autonomous driving solutions. Bryan's hobbies include
music, 3D printing, and disc golf.

Kadin Bowers K∑ 1423
Kadin Bowers is a Mechanical Engineering Major of the class
of 2024. He currently Co-Ops at Tenneco, an American
automotive components original equipment manufacturer and
an aftermarket ride control and emissions products
manufacturer. Kadin’s hobbies include cars, 3D printing, and
camping.

Charles Sweet K∑ 1424
Charles Sweet, brother of alumnus Lucas Sweet K∑1390, is a
chemical engineering major of the class of 2024. He Co-Ops at
Asahi Kasei a multinational Japanese chemical company whose
main products are chemicals and materials science. Charles is
on the Kettering Rainbow Six Siege e-sports team, who are now
the top Collegiate team in Michigan. Charles’ hobbies include
the outdoors, playing the piano, and fitness.
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A Word from Our President
Brothers,
B-section had a tough time over the past year given the circumstances. Currently, we have a total of
ten members with the addition of our three newest members that joined our brotherhood this past
fall term. With that being said, unfortunately, we were unable to get any new associate members
this past fall term with COVID-19 being in full swing. We did have a can drive in 2020 where we
managed to raise a total of $250.35 which went to AmeriCares Foundation. We managed to
maintain our All True Men status for the second year. We have learned a lot from last term and
are ready to put it behind us and have an amazing spring term.
YITB,
Cody Bradshaw
ΚΣ 1413

Work Weekend
During our work weekend, we made a significant improvement to the house by digging up and
mulching the gardens. The exterior of the house looks a lot nicer as a result. We also cleaned up
the yard by trimming bushes, raking leaves etc. A riding lawn mower was donated to the house and
Kadin put a lot of work into fixing it up for us. We plan to use it to plow snow in the winter as well.
In the coming spring we plan to complete more landscaping, including planting plants in the
gardens. Image Designed by K∑1414’s girlfriend.
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Memories from the Term
The Potato Cannon Rush
Event was our best event and
was a big hit with PNM’s, we
had a large turnout. We
purchased cheap items from
Good Will to shoot at, in
addition to our broken
washing machine.

A-section acquired a
Foosball table and has been
a big hit with the brothers.
So far, Cody has been
dominating tournaments
against other brothers.

New Sweetheart: Kappa Sigma Mantis was found outside on
the porch in the cold and quickly became a beloved member
of the brotherhood. We brought her inside and made a
terrarium for her. She lived for a month and laid eggs inside
the cage. After she passed away, we gave her a Viking funeral
in the Flint river.
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